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About This Content

Take part in three distinct military operations and influence the course of events with the Arma 3 Tac-Ops DLC Singleplayer
Mission Pack.

Key Features

3 Singleplayer Operations – Designed for the experienced Arma player, this Mission Pack features three challenging
military operations (spread across seven missions):

Beyond Hope - Nine years prior to the "East Wind" conflict, civil war rages through the Republic of Altis and
Stratis.

Stepping Stone - NATO reinforcements responding to the "East Wind" crisis must first secure the strategic island
of Malden.

Steel Pegasus - During the invasion of Altis, NATO forces stage a daring air assault to open a second front.
Authentic Warfare – Experience what true military combat is like with missions that favor intelligence, caution, and
patience above all else. Fight alongside multiple armed forces, and lead your unit to victory, alive.

Evolving Battlefield – Discover how your conduct and decisions on the battlefield can affect the operation by
completing, failing, or ignoring (optional) objectives.
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Replayability – Replay a selection of missions from a different unit’s perspective to gain a greater understanding of the
operation. Try out various tactics and figure out how to achieve your objectives in different ways.

After Action Report (AAR) Videos – Develop your understanding of military tactics and combat with practical mission-
specific insights from one of our military consultants.

And More – Listen to newly composed music tracks, unlock additional Steam Achievements, and take advantage of new
scripted systems to help create advanced custom Arma 3 scenarios.
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Title: Arma 3 Tac-Ops Mission Pack
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I'm so glad for the DLC. Bohemia Interactive proved they are not abandon single players. All other publishers and devs do
everything for multi, so it's very good somebody care with us too.

I love these well made, challenging mini-campaigns. I enjoy every minutes of the spacial mood of these.. 5 bucks for missions
that aren't bad, but I don't know how smart it is to SELL missions if you have a giant workshop for your game with thousands
and thousands of community made missions, some even better than these ones here. (By the way the sniper mission in the no
hope campaign is garbage, there is basically no sniper gameplay since they will spot you over 700 meters regardless of your
ghillie suit and you even have to ambush a convoy with an IED, that\u00b4's not what snipers should do. For the love of god I
just want an actually well working Sniper mission in Arma 3, the AI just spots you anyways, even the showcase in the marksmen
dlc can include a few close quarter targets, IN A MARKSMEN MISSION
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